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Office Hours: Tues 8:30-10AM, Weds 10-11AM
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Today’s Plan

• Housekeeping
• From Monday:

• Finishing Eurozone crisis
• Today’s topic:

• How to write this paper
• Writing to convey information
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Housekeeping

• Papers are due at the beginning of class on Monday (in hard copy)
• Papers due to turnitin.com by 8:30 AM Monday.

• Submit via blackboard
• Must match your hard copy

• Word count on top of the paper
• You already have the grading rubric
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Why can’t Greece just correct their government 
deficit by printing money?

• A. Because they also have a current account deficit
• B. Because they are on the Euro and Germany won’t agree
• C. Because they are out of foreign reserves
• D. Because the balance of payments is tilted against them
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Why isn’t austerity working?
• Step 1: You raise tax rates and cut spending
• Step 2: But this causes more recession
• Step 3: Tax revenues fall because no one is producing or earning
•Step 4: So you have to raise taxes and cut spending even more

•Pro-cyclical fiscal policy
•Step 5: You get mass protests and strikes making things even 

worse....
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The path forward?
• Who knows?

•Probably we will see Germany back off on austerity a little
•More bailouts and some inflation

•European Central Bank promised to do “whatever it takes” to 
preserve the Euro
•This means inflation

•But everyone is fragile at the same time (i.e. U.S., China, and 
India as well)
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No One Has Time
•  Take the complex and render it simple

• Any fool can do the reverse

•  Be brief
• Write long drafts and cut them back
• Never use two words where you can use one

•  Organization is king
• Facilitate skimming

• You work hard as a writer to make reading easy
• The more complex the ideas, the simpler the prose
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How to facilitate skimming
•There are 2 jobs:

•1. Articulate your argument
•2. Provide the evidence to back it up

•Skimmable means the reader can understand the argument easily 
while reading only intro paragraph and topic sentences

•If they want evidence for a given point, they know what paragraph 
to read
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How to facilitate skimming (2)
•Clear thesis statement
•Introduction as roadmap
•Topic sentences that make the point of the paragraph
•Evidence should be where I expect it

•In longer papers, subject headings and subheadings are crucial
•May be needed even in a paper this short
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Writing good body paragraphs
•One paragraph = 1 new idea

•relates back to the thesis statement
•1/2 a page max (3-6 sentences)

•Topic sentence identifies the new idea, 
•and starts to do the work of the paragraph

•Sound reasoning, detailed and specific evidence round out the 
remaining sentences
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The Outline
•Every type of writing has a format

•Stick to it
•In academic articles in the social sciences, it is:

•Introduction
•Puzzle and answer

•Theory development
•Research Design
•Results
•Implications
•Conclusion
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What Makes a Good Source
•Anything can be a good source, in the proper context
•Wikipedia: conventional wisdom
•An activist website: activist rhetoric
•But if you want to cite factual information it should be:

•mainstream journalistic source
•Reputation, editorial control

•peer-reviewed academic publication
•Reputation, peer control
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What Makes a Good Source (2)
•What about think tanks?

•If its published in-house, its not peer-reviewed
•Liberal: Brookings, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
•Conservative: Heritage Foundation
•Libertarian: Cato Institute

•NGOs often write excellent reports
•If its published in-house, its not peer-reviewed
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For this class:
•It is OK to answer part of, and not the entire, question.

•A narrower topic can facilitate a more interesting argument

•If it is not possible that I disagree with your argument...
•you’re doing it wrong

•Your paper is only as good as what you’ve learned outside of class
•Lectures and readings are old news
•Original argument, backed by evidence I don’t already know
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Rubric
•Thesis: 10 pts
•Convincing argument and logical soundness

•Is there enough meat here? Am I learning something new and 
interesting?

•Is the argument solid?
•Organization and clarity

•Skimmable!
•Brevity is its own kind of eloquence

•Bibliography
•These should be free points

•Points for remarkable insight
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Who is bold?
•Share your thesis statement

•Is the argument clear?
•Is the argument interesting?
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Step 2:
•Step 2:

•What kind of evidence are you going to marshal in support of 
your argument?

•Who is willing to share their list of sources?  Who wants to talk 
through their argument?
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